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Used by prescribers around the world, including physicians, pharmacists, nurses, physician
assistants, dentists, and medical transcriptionists, the Tarascon Pocket Pharmacopoeia® 2016
Classic Shirt-Pocket Edition continues its tradition as the leading portable drug reference
packed with vital drug information to help clinicians make better decisions at the point of care.
The Tarascon Pocket Pharmacopoeia® 2016 Classic Shirt-Pocket Edition, now updated with
over 100 new drugs, details FDA approved drug dosing, available trade and generic
formulations, metabolism, safety in pregnancy and lactation, relative drug pricing information,
Canadian trade names, and an herbal & alternative therapies section. Multiple tables
supplement the drug content, including opioid equivalency, emergency drug infusions, cardiac
dysrhythmia protocols, pediatric drug dosing, and much more. New to the 2016 Edition: • New
Anti-Hepatitits subclasses • FDA guideline updates • Added tables for quick reference and ease
of use • Removal of discontinued drugs and outdated dosing information As always, each
edition of the Tarascon Pharmacopoeia® is meticulously peer-reviewed by experts and is now
available in multiple print, mobile, and digital formats. This resource is also available in Deluxe
Lab-Coat and Professional Desk Reference versions.

(Starred review) ... zestfully written, this...reviviscent, wordy fun is to be read as well as
consulted, and what gonzo joy awaits language lovers as Plotnik serves up high-fiveable hot
sauce for the brain. --Donna Seaman, --Booklist, April 15, 2011...Whether you use this book ...
when stuck for a thwackingly good superlative or ... to turbo-charge your vocabulary... you'll find
the ... industrial-strength verbal inventiveness that you're seeking. --Chuck Leddy --The Writer
magazine, June 2011...well-written, and engaging.... As a reference tool for writers, Better Than
Great is just that. All readers will ... find it supremely fascinating to learn of the terms .... to
express greatness.--Barry Silverstein --ForeWord, April 4, 2011An energetic escape from the
literary languor that enwreathes writers and speakers addicted to stale adjectives . . . . Together
with two of his earlier works on writing style . . . Better Than Great completes an unmatched
triplicity of linguistic perfection. ---George Eberhart, College & Research Library News, Oct.
2011." . . . if you want to add insane quantities of crackle and sizzle to your writing, look no
further than this engaging book. --Julia Tagliere, Buzzle.com. 8/13/2011From the Back
CoverSay goodbye to "awesome" and "amazing" and say hello to Better Than Great, a veritable
TKO of stale superlatives with almost 6,000 alternative terms. Lexophile Arthur Plotnik presents
a skull-spinning assortment of words and ideas for describing extraordinary things?the
exceptionally beautiful, joyful, delicious, large, forceful, intense, trendy and more?even 50 gr8t
texting superlatives! Better Than Great is the must-have reference for anyone seeking to rise
above tired superlatives when the quality matters, as in love, commerce, and the arts. Critics,



journalists, poets, speakers, sales reps, bloggers, Twitterers?word slingers from the whole digital
and literary spectrum?should find it to be a concussively euphoriant, supernal, larky, epiphanic,
über-cool, soul-juddering experience, an upful and endorphining jubilee to make the heart
warble. Take your vocabulary of acclaim from woeful to whoa-ful, and don't praise anything
without Better Than Great!About the AuthorArthur Plotnik is a versatile author with a
distinguished background in editing and publishing. Among his seven previous books (not to
mention 22 pseudonymous potboilers early in his career) are The Elements of Editing and The
Elements of Expression, both Book-of-the-Month Club selections, and the best-selling Spunk &
Bite: A Writer's Guide to Bold, Contemporary Style. His articles, op-eds, and literary pieces have
been published widely, including his columns in The Writer magazine, on whose editorial board
he serves.Plotnik studied under Philip Roth in the Iowa Writers Workshop, was a reporter for the
Albany (N.Y.) Times-Union, and after earning a second graduate degree, worked as a Library of
Congress staffer in Washington and magazine editor in New York. He received numerous
honors and awards as a long-time editor and publisher with the American Library Association in
Chicago. He lives in that city with his wife and an avalanche tumble of jottings for Better than
Great.Read more
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Rawhuligan, “Absolute necessity for medical students and physicians alike. Great, handy, and
convenient resource. Must have. Great product. An absolute must for medical students and
physicians alike. Very compact size yet still readable. Fits nicely in my coat pocket. It is organized
as such:Chapters - drugs broken down by speciality/type (for instance, antibiotics first, then
specialities, such as neurology, endocrine, etc)---Drugs ---Generic nameBrand
nameIndicationsDosageExcretion (kidney/liver)Pregnancy safety levelLacatation saftey
(whether or not it is secreted in breastmilk)CostMust have, 5/5 stars, highly recommended”

homeshopper, “and fits easily in my white coat pocket. This book is lightweight, SMALL, and fits
easily in my white coat pocket. It's extremely handy and has little side tables for dermatomes
and opioid equivalent dosing that comes in helpful. A lot of the main medications are listed and
it's useful as a quick look-up if you are not immediately by a computer. Its also interesting to see
people react to another physician using a real book for reference instead of an online database.”

Bryce Pace, “Good for providers, ok for students. Bought this as a requirement in PA school.... I
also purchased the lab coat version. I kept the lab coat version and returned this one. As a
student I felt more comfortable with the other version because it contains more details. Still a
great book.”

Daniel, “Essential pocket book for medical students and residents. Sometimes it is inappropriate
to pull out your smart phone to look up a drug while rounding. This book solves that problem.
Each drug is organized by brand and general name. They include dosing schedules, pregnancy
category, and estimated cost (by number of "$" signs).This is by far one of the essential books
that should be in every medical student and residents white coat.”

Cpronzato, “A Must Have Tool For Any Clinician Starting Out. This is a great tool for any new
student or graduate or for any person in practice that needs to look up medications that they
may not utilize often. This book is small, fits in your pocket and takes up no space at all. It is
current and up to date!”

Zach, “It's a great pocket resource. It's a great pocket resource, but I'd recommend getting the
larger version if you plan on using this as a resource in your medical practice.”

Lovethesea, “Great small pocket size med reference. This book is great. A doctor I was doing
clinicals recommended it as he used it everyday. It fits in your lab coat pocket easily, is
lightweight and covers most drugs, dosing, and their conditions. The only downfall, which is due
to the small size is the font is small.”



Ebook Library Reader, “It looks like a prayer book. If you're in any medical field, THIS is a must.
Just gives the range of doses, but I've read it for years (long before becoming a pharm-tech)
even during church. It looks like a prayer book. Because its cheap and regularly updated you
can highlight and personalize as much as you like!”

Jay, “Great referance for meds. Great referance for meds. I am a paramedic student and was
recommended to get this by one of my instructors.  Very valuable”

The book by Arthur Plotnik has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 150 people have provided feedback.
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